
■■ Model #99 E-Z
One angle valve and supply cover__________________
■■ Model #100 E-Z
One P-trap cover_________________
■■ Model #400W*
One P-trap cover_________________
■■ Model #101 E-Z
One P-trap cover, one angle
valve cover_________________
■■ Model #401W*
One P-trap cover, one angle
valve cover

General Description:
LAV GUARD® 2E-Z Series waste and supply piping 
covers satisfy ADA compliance requirements. Built-in
E-Z Grip internal fasteners and internal, E-Z Tear-To-Fit
trimming feature allow for fast installation without tools.
Series #100 E-Z kits are designed to fit on all tubular
and cast brass P-trap assemblies. Series #400 kits
are the “original” LAV GUARD design and fit schedule 40
ABS and PVC P-trap assemblies — regardless of their
geometry or rotational offset. Valve cover completely
encloses angle valve and supply tube for both handled
and keyed type water stops.
____________________________________________
Material Molded vinyl____________________________________________
Nominal Wall 1/8" constant____________________________________________
Durometer 70 -80 - Shore A____________________________________________
UV Protection Will not fade or discolor____________________________________________
Durability Virtually indestructible____________________________________________
Trimming (E-Z Series) Internal, E-Z Tear-To-Fit

trim feature____________________________________________
Fasteners (E-Z Series) Internal E-Z Grip fasteners 

(reusable)____________________________________________
Color China white____________________________________________
Paintability Apply Latex paint____________________________________________
Burning Characteristics Self extinguished
ASTM D-635 0 sec (ATB)   0 mm (AEB)  ____________________________________________
Bacteria/Fungus  ASTM G21 and G22/
Resistance             Result: 0 growth           ____________________________________________
Maintenance Use common detergents____________________________________________
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■■ Model #102 E-Z
One P-trap cover, two angle valves
and covers___________________
■■ Model #402W*
One P-trap cover, two angle valves
and covers___________________
■■ Model #103 E-Z
One P-trap cover, two angle valves
and supply covers, one 5" offset
tailpiece wheelchair strainer cover___________________
■■ Accessory #105 E-Z
One 5" offset tailpiece wheelchair
strainer assembly

#100 E-Z Series (shown above right) for tubular and cast brass P-trap assemblies.
#400W * Series (original design) for schedule 40 P-trap assemblies.

Manufactured under one or more of the following U.S. or Canadian patents.
Other patents pending.
5,303,730  5,360,031  5,524,669  5,564,463  5,678,598  5,699,828  5,915,412
5,915,413  5,901,739  5,960,820  2,075,324  2,119,427  2,136,027  2,158,083

10" waste arm cover with internal
E-Z Tear-To-Fit trim feature

9" supply 
tube cover 
with internal 
E-Z Tear-To-Fit 
trim grooves

J-bend covers 
all tubular and cast brass

configurations

Internal ribs add cushioning 
and thermal resistance

10" tailpiece 
cover

E-Z Tear-To-Fit trim grooves

E-Z Grip 
internal 
fasteners

Vent hole keeps P-trap dry

Vent slots keep
valve dry

Install over 
pipes. Press finger
recesses to engage
internal fasteners.
To remove covers,
firmly pull seam
apart using a  
strong grip.

Tear-to-fit on 
internal 

dimensioned 
tear lines.

■■ Accessory #105-K
Kohler 6" offset____________________
■■ Accessory #106 E-Z
One basket strainer cover and offset
waste cover (adjustable to 18")____________________
■■ Accessory #107 E-Z
Two basket strainer covers and center
or end outlet waste cover (adjustable)____________________
■■ Accessory #Ex99 E-Z
One 14" extension f____________________or water supply

■■ Accessory #Ex100 E-Z
One 14" extension for drain waste 
arm or tailpiece

Center OutletAccessory 
106 E-Z

End Outlet

Accessory 107 E-Z
(Configuration Options Shown)

Accessory 
105 E-Z

Shown with Accessory #105 E-Z (fits all standard 5" offset
wheelchair strainers). Accessories105 E-Z,106 E-Z, and 107 E-Z
can be purchased separately.

NOTE: Accessory #105 E-Z is included in #103 E-Z kits.

E-Z
Series
Shown

*All #400W series items are the “original” LAVGUARD® design and
construction. Specifications may change without notice.
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